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Recurrent Neural Network

RNN: often handling sequential data
to find patterns through time

Weight sharing through time
same weight matrices, invariant to time shift

How to design recurrence?

Unfolding/unrolling of RNN
unfolded RNN: sequence becomes serial states in graph
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Unrolling & Weight Sharing
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Caffe

A widely-adopted deep learning framework
Berkeley Vision & Learning Center (BVLC)

Soft-coding with multiple interfaces
command lines, Python, MATLAB

Modularity and Extensibility
easy to design customized nets

Speed
fastest open-source deep learning framework
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Caffe Net Example

Blobs and Layer Net Example
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Caffe Net Example
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RNN with Caffe?

No official version
no built-in sequential parameter sharing mechanism
possible with unrolling structure

Manually shared parameters
by using the same “name” attribute
NOT convenient: too many “ctrl+c/v” when facing long sequences

Third-party realization
e.g. Jeff Donahue’s Unrolled RNN, but out of date
reinvent the wheel!
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RNN with Caffe!
PyCaffe or MatCaffe
rapid prototyping
easy access to nets, layers, blobs, parameters, etc.

Automatic unrolling of RNN
by slicing the input to feed multiple time steps
by assigning different “name” attributes to the same layer in different 
time steps
by concatenating the outputs of all time steps

Parameter sharing through time
by assigning the same “name” attribute to the parameters in different 
time steps
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Unrolled RNN Structure
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Binary Addition with RNN

slice the input
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concatenate the output

assign different names to layers  
in different time steps 

but parameter name 
remains the same



Some Experiments

GPU mode overwhelms CPU mode

Difference of CPU changes little

MKL is much faster than other BLASs, e.g. ATLAS  
& OpenBLAS
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